It has been noted that an "in-house" modification of the G-80 Power Supply (P/N 800-0191) may not have been accomplished on all units in the field; the result of which distributes ground current return to an additional connector pin. We recommend that you verify and/or perform the following simple procedure. A list of games which utilize this power supply is below:

1. With the rear electronics compartment door open, remove the two phillips screws securing the power supply cover and set these and the cover aside.

2. Referring to the illustration below, inspect P4 pin-4 to see if this pin has been tied to ground, either by a "solder-bridge" or jumper-wire to pin-6 of the same plug.

3. In the advent your unit has not been modified, simply expose the "land" immediately adjacent to P4 pin-4, and solder a connection between the pin and the top of the PC board (P/N 800-0170); or if you prefer, simply solder a wire (14 AWG minimum) between pin-4 and pin-6 of P4. This completes the modification.